by certain amount while decreasing the difference between .r2 and .i.g by the same amount. This means that the MAE criterion can tolerate large errors at certain points since these errors will be averaged to other points, leading to the minimum MAE. Applying this fact to the restoration of image in impulse noise (where impulse noise is not heavy), it is then easy to understand that a minimum MAE stack filter or PSF would leave some noise in the image (corresponding to large absolute errors) but restore the image details well. However, when the impulse noise becomes heavier, one will experience that the optimal filter tends to the median filter. This is because more impulse noise means that more image pixels have been corrupted by the noise so that the filter cannot tolerate too many large errors any more; instead, it will tend to the median filter, which has the best noise-removing capability in the class of stack filters. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Image coding is commonly used to reduce the cost of image communication and storage. One problem with low-rate coding is the spatial nonstationarity of most images. Efficient image and video coding algorithms compensate for nonstationarity by adapting spatially, allocating extra rate to highly detailed areas in the image.
Shoham and Gersho [l], [2]
studied the allocation of rate among a set of quantizers, given some segmentation. We use their analysis to instead find the optimal segmentation of an image given the constraint that this allocation is communicated using a quadtree data structure.
The use of quadtree decomposition for image coding has been considered by several researchers [3] - [8] ; however, none have incorporated a method to find truly optimal quadtree structures, given some additive distortion measure such as squared error or absolute difference. One method capable of finding such optimal structures was recently described by Chou et al. using a generalized version of the Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, and Stone (BFOS) algorithm [9] . It turns out that the theoretical underspinnings of generalized BFOS (G-BFOS) are identical to the rate allocation theory discussed by Shoham and Gersho [l] , [2] . In this correspondence, we develop algorithms to build optimal quadtree structures which use the simple Lagrange multiplier concept underlying both methods, and we compare them with G-BFOS. A preliminary description of our work on this topic was presented in [IO] .
The quadtree data structure decomposes a 2 y x 2' image block into an (S -7LO + 1)-level hierarchy, where all blocks at level n have size 2" x 2 " , 0 5 no 5 n 5 S (see Fig. 1 ). This structure corresponds to a tree, where each 2'' x 2" block (called a node) can either be a lea$ i.e., it is not further subdivided, or can branch into four 2'l-l x 27L-1 blocks, each a child node. The tree can be represented by a series of bits that indicate termination by a leaf with a "0' and branching into child nodes with a "1" (Fig. 1) . Quadtree data structure: (a) Image block with signal to be repretheory states that coding blocks rather than scalars can achieve better performance, even for independent input data [12] . However, we are not concerned here with any particular type of quantizer; rather, we consider any quantizer that associates each quadtree leaf node with an incurred rate and distortion. In Section 11, we present algorithms using Lagrange multiplier rate allocation theory for quadtree construction. Section 111 describes methods for finding the proper Lagrange multiplier to use with each algorithm. Simulation results are presented in Section IV and conclusions in Section V. We note that while the theory described here is for quadtree systems, it applies equally well to other decomposition structures (e.g., oct-tree, binary-tree, etc.) and to joint optimization of tree structures with additional coding parameters, such as Strobach's joint motion vector optimization 161, [131, 1141. 11. ALGORITHMS Quadtrees are typically constructed by top-down or bottom-up methods, although other constructions are possible. In top-down construction [3] , [8] , a judgement is first made as to whether the entire block can be represented by a single leaf or whether it must be divided into four subblocks. If the block is divided, then a binary decision is made for each subblock to determine whether it needs further division, and so on. Bottom-up construction [5]- [7] consists of binary decisions to merge, where construction begins with the smallest possible block size in the quadtree. If all relevant subblocks have been combined into a larger block, then a decision is made whether to combine the larger blocks into a yet larger block, and so on. Any arbitrary (possibly nonsequential) method could likewise determine the desired subdivided structure of an image block.
One need not exhaustively consider all possible rate allocations in order to identify the optimal quadtree in the set of all possible quadtrees. In this section, we present an algorithm that finds the optimal tree and is only slightly more complex than bottom-up construction.
An efficient compression coding algorithm must minimize rate as well as distortion. A choice between quadtree structures amounts to a choice between points in the R-D plane. Using a Lagrange multiplier X 2 0. we can find points on the convex hull of all possible R-D pairs 111. [2] by minimizing the objective function
for each separate region k . where b k is the number of bits assigned to the region, and d k is the resulting distortion. We call this the principle of separate minimization since objective function minimization for each separate region results in the global optimum in the unconstrained sense described by Shoham and Gersho 
Assume we wish to find the optimal quadtree structure for block S , , + l of size 2"" x 2"" and that we already know optimal (minimum objective function) quadtree structures for its four 2" x 2" subblocks i = 1. .... are the distortion increase and rate savings caused by combining the four subtrees into a single leaf node. Assuming the quadtree structure is coded as in Fig. I , i.e., one bit per merge decision, the number of bits needed to represent the subtree for block X,,+I would be
The resulting distortion would be This process results in a quadtree having 11 -no + 2 levels, which is optimal, as we now show. If block -Ylr+l is coded as four separate subtrees, the principle of separate minimization (1) requires that for the structure to be optimal, its subcomponents must also be optimal [I], [2]. We need not consider any quadtree structure that contains subtrees which are not optimal. Therefore, only two alternatives need be considered to identify the optimal quadtree having 12 -no + 2 levels: the use of a single combined leaf node or the use of four optimal subtrees having 11 -720 + 1 levels.
The optimal quadtree can be found by starting at the n = 710 level. At that level, only trivial one-level (single leaf) subtrees can be used, 
l ) .
We next use (2) through (6) to find optimal two-level subtrees. Once they are known, we can find optimal three-level subtrees, and so on, until the optimal (S -no + 1) -level quadtree is known. By moving from one optimal construction to the next, many admissible but suboptimal structures are eliminated from consideration.
Conventional bottom-up and top-down algorithms are also easily derived using localized mergekplit decisions based on the objective function criterion (I). A method essentially of this type was recently independently developed by Strobach 171. However, such an algorithm is not optimal over all possible trees, as is the algorithm using (2) through (6). Our new method is not a bottom-up algorithm in the conventional sense as it considers merging each set of four subtrees into a single node representation regardless of whether the four subtrees were merged to a single node each in prior steps of the tree construction process.
The derivation above assumes actual rates and distortions are known, yielding an ultimate bit allocation (UBA) [l], [2] . In order to obviate the computational complexity involved in directly measuring rate and distortion by VQ encoding, one can use approximate values based on ensemble average allocation (EAA) performance. Some statistic such as local energy, variance, maximum absolute deviation, or a combination of statistics can be measured from the block under consideration and used to predict quantizer performance. The quadtrees can then be constructed by minimizing the expected value (as opposed to the actual value) of the objective function. If local energy is used and each quantizer's distortion is approximated as being linear with input energy, the optimal ensemble method becomes a simple threshold test [14].
THE LACRANGE MULTIPLIER
The Lagrange multiplier X controls which D ( R ) point will be chosen among the possible allocations in the R-D plane. If the optimal algorithm is used, the D ( R ) point will lie on the convex hull of all possible allocations, and rate will be a monotone decreasing function of A, with distortion monotone increasing [2]. Their precise functional relationships are unknown; therefore, a 1-D search must be performed to determine the appropriate value of X for a given rate or distortion constraint.
A. Bracketing Interval Search for X
A straightforward way of conducting this search would be simply to test values of A, repeatedly building the quadtree allocation until the desired point is located. Fortunately, this process is relatively easy to repeat after it has been perfomed once. For example, for an ensemble average allocation, the statistic at each level need only be measured once. The allocation can then be built over and over using these same measurements. In the case of UBA, the data block must be completely encoded once by each VQ codebook. The resulting rate and distortion measurements can then be stored and the allocation built over and over using these measurements.
In an interframe application, a good initial guess for X would be the final value used for the previous frame. The initial value of X can then be adjusted, perhaps by trying some percentage increase or decrease based on the resulting rate. Once upper and lower bounds are obtained, this bracketing interval can be successively decreased in size to improve accuracy, perhaps by a bisection search [15] .
An alternate method for decreasing the bracketing interval size in the optimal algorithm (when using convex hull points) is to test a "critical" value of X for which both ends of the interval are equally good. Let XI < A, be two values of X for which the optimal rate RI > R, and distortion DI < D , are known. The critical value A, , is given by
If no quadtree decomposition exists on the convex hull between those for X I and A,, then the decompositions for XI and A, will both also be optimal for A,,, and testing can cease since no solution exists between XI and A,. Otherwise, a new decomposition is found that is optimal for A, , and the bracketing interval can be narrowed, with A, , as the new upper or lower bound. 
B. Directed Search for X
Other useful information can be obtained from quadtrees corresponding to the end points of a bracketing interval [A,, A,]. For example, one need not test all possible tree structures to find the quadtree corresponding to some A, where XI < X < A,. Rate and distortion are monotonic with A; therefore, the search region for allocated rates can be narrowed to values between the bracketing rates when using a value of X that lies between two values having known allocations [2] . This property, with an additional restriction, forms the basis of the G-BFOS algorithm for tree structure optimization [9] .
Chou et al. have described a method for creating optimal trees and mentioned its applicability to quadtree image coding [9] . Their method assumes that rate is monotone increasing with the depth of the tree structure and that distortion is monotone decreasing. A reduction in the depth of a branch of the tree must always correspond to a decrease in rate in order for their algorithm to work properly. Thus, for X = 0, the optimal tree would have all leaf nodes at level no, and for X = 03, only one node at level N . Under this assumption, convex hull trees nest, i.e., if XI < A,, then the optimal tree for Xu is a subtree of the optimal tree for XI.
Since convex hull trees nest under this monotonicity assumption, one can find all points on the convex hull of distortion-rate points by starting with X = 0 and "pruning" the tree in an optimal fashion, each time moving from the current value of X to the next larger value having a different (smaller) tree structure. Chou et al. have described an efficient way to identify and prune the appropriate portions of the tree at each step. Their method for determining X starts with X = 0 and proceeds stepwise across singular values of X (values of X with multiple solutions).
Shoham and Gersho also describe a method using singular Lagrange multipliers for the more general rate allocation problem (not necessarily using a tree structure) and without the simplifying restriction of monotonicity [2] . This theory was recently used to develop a general tree-structure optimization algorithm, which can also jointly optimize the quadtree structure with the VQ index used at each leaf node [13] , [14] .
Either the bracketing interval iterative approach or a step-wise sequential approach such as G-BFOS can be used to find the optimal tree structure. In either case, the complexity of the X search is low compared with the complexity of other image coding algorithmic components such as VQ or DCT.
C. Allocations Above the Convex Hull
It is possible that the solution to the allocation problem with a rate constraint lies above the convex hull points that can be found by solving the unconstrained problem [2] . For some applications, these inaccessible solutions can be avoided by time sharing between two tree structures [9] . However, for quadtree image decomposition, one structure or another must be chosen since the tree will only be used once. Two useful methods of finding allocations above the convex hull have been suggested [2] , [16] , though neither is optimal.
Shoham and Gersho give an allocation performance bound (APB) on the suboptimality of a solution. Better APB's are not difficult to derive [14] . In our testing, the APB for quadtree image coding has been small (always less than 0.03 dB) when using the nearest point on the convex hull with rate below the constraint. Thus, we do not feel the extra complexity needed to find points above the convex hull is justified in this case.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations for interframe quadtree VQ with motion compensation were conducted for four allocation algorithms described in Section 11: 1 ) Bottom-up with UBA, 2) R-D optimized with UBA, 3) bottom-up with EAA, and 4) R-D optimized with EAA. The EAA algorithms used an energy statistic for performance prediction.
Test data consisted of 120 monochrome frames of the "salesman" sequence sampled at 10 frames per second, with CIF resolution (352 x 288 pixels). Each test started with a perfect first frame. The data rate was 5600 bits per frame, or 56 kbits per second (0.0552 bits per pixel per frame).
The coding process for the ensemble bottom-up algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a typical frame transition (the 65th). The motion prediction error signal (a) is mapped to a quadtree structure (b) and quantized by the VQ codebooks. The quantized error signal (c) is added to the motion compensation prediction to form the final frame estimate (d). The remaining error in the estimate is shown in (e) and the original frame in (f).
The quadtrees had five levels, with no = 1 and S = 5. The codebooks used for levels one through four were fixed-rate full-search codebooks of 256 vectors each. Levels three and four, which have block sizes greater than four by four, were subsampled by averaging two-by-two and four-by-four blocks, respectively, to reduce the VQ block size to four by four. Each quantized mean was then used to represent all of the pixels from which it was generated. Somewhat better performance could be obtained by using a better dimensionality reduction method such as DCT [3] and a better interpolation method such as optimal nonlinear interpolative VQ [17] or some type of quadtree "tent-pole'' interpolation [4], [7] . Level 5 vectors were coded with rate zero, i.e., the "codebook" contained a single 32 x 32 block of zeros. Motion compensated prediction frames were constructed using a reduced-search 16 x 16 block-matching algorithm. The value of X was determined by a bisection search. Further details of the simulations are provided in [14] . Fig. 3 shows the peak-SNR performance for the four tested algorithms, which is defined as 10 log,, (255'/0'), where U' is meansquare error. The bottom-up and R-D optimized UBA algorithms had virtually identical peak-SNR performance, which was usually 0.5-1 dB better than that of the two EAA algorithms. The perceptual difference between the results of the four algorithms was slight. Fig. 4 shows the rates generated by the algorithm for the bottom-up EAA method, which were typical of the other methods as well. The motion vectors and quadtree structure each used about 15% of the overall rate, and the remainder was used for the VQ indices.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed the theory needed for the efficient use of quadtree data structures to allocate rate in image coding systems. We used this theory to develop several specific optimal and near-optimal quadtree construction algorithms. The usefulness of these methods was demonstrated by simulations showing their performance for low bit-rate video coding.
